FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE                          Date: 08/10/1998

Via: DIRECTOR, FBI                           Attn: JFK TASK FORCE
     CATHARINE LAMEY
     RM 11144

From: LAS VEGAS
     COLLEEN BALLANTINE

Approved By: SCHUSTER NANCY L              Drafted By: BALLANTINE COLLEEN

Case ID #: 62C-HQ-1029205-1544

Title: JOHN F. KENNEDY RECORDS COLLECTION
       ACT OF 1992 (THE ACT)

Synopsis: Furnish results of search.

Administrative: FBIHQ EC, 8/4/98.

Enclosures: Copy of requested page.

Details: In an effort to locate the original of attached page,
Las Vegas hand searched file 92-308-Sub 3, to include all
volumes, which met with negative results.
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